State, Local, and Tribal Leaders –
Thank you for joining the White House COVID-19 briefing call with Dr. Anthony Fauci
(Director, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases), Larry Kudlow
(Assistant to the President for Economic Policy), and Senior Administration Officials
from the U.S. Department of the Treasury (USDT)y, White House Office of Management
and Budget (OMB), White House Office of American Innovation (OAI), U.S. Small
Business Administration (SBA), U.S. Department of Labor, and U.S. Department of
Homeland Security (DHS). We appreciate your partnership in this whole-ofgovernment, all-of-America approach to #StopTheSpread and #BendTheCurve of
COVID-19 and recognize the important role you have in keeping Americans safe and
healthy. Below, please find a recap of the call as well important resources and guidance
for State-Local-Tribal officials. We hope that you will share the updated Coronavirus
Guidelines for America broadly on social media and directly with your colleagues.

COVID-19: Important Resources
for State, Local, and Tribal
Officials
·

Coronavirus Guidelines for America: On Monday, March 16, the White House
Coronavirus Task Force issued guidelines to help protect Americans during the
global coronavirus outbreak. To keep the momentum going to #StopTheSpread and
#BendtheCurve, on Tuesday, March 31, the White House Coronavirus Task Force
issued revised guidelines – 30 Days to Slow the Spread (Español) – for an
additional 30 days. Even if you are young and otherwise healthy, you are at risk,
and your activities can increase the risk of contracting the Coronavirus for others.
Everyone can do their part. The recommendations are simple to follow but will have
a resounding impact on public health.

·

Up-To-Date Information: The most up-to-date, verified information and
guidance can be found via the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Coronavirus Disease 2019 website – www.coronavirus.gov. The Coronavirus
Task Force holds frequent briefings, which can be viewed live here.

·

COVID-19 Response and Recovery Primer: Response and recovery efforts are
locally executed, state managed, and federally supported. It is important that
requests for assistance, including for critical supplies, get routed through the proper
channels as soon as possible. Learn more about the response and recovery process
via this important resource – Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Response
and Recovery Through Federal-State-Local-Tribal Partnership. FEMA’s
public assistance guidance for COVID-19 response efforts can be found here.
Guidance for Tribal Governments can be found here.

·

Critical Infrastructure Workforce Guidelines: On March 16th, the
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) issued updated critical infrastructure
guidance in response to the COVID-19 emergency. DHS issued revised guidance on
March 28th (see Memorandum on Identification of Essential Critical
Infrastructure Workers During COVID-19 Response). The guidance, and
accompanying list, is intended to help State, local, tribal and territorial officials as
they work to protect their communities, while ensuring continuity of functions
critical to public health and safety, as well as economic and national security. The
list is advisory in nature and is not a federal directive or standard.

·

Coronavirus Fact vs. Myth: Rumors can easily circulate within communities
during a crisis. FEMA setup a website to help the public distinguish between
rumors and facts regarding the response to the coronavirus pandemic.

·

Fraud & Scam Protection: The Department of Justice is remaining vigilant in
detecting, investigating, and prosecuting wrongdoing related to the crisis. Find out
how you can protect yourself and helpful resources on DOJ’s Coronavirus Fraud
Prevention website. The Federal Trade Commission has also established a
website with helpful information to help consumers avoid coronavirus-related
scams.

·

Social Media Resources: Download the Apple COVID-19 Screening Tool.
Follow the White House on Twitter and Facebook. Also follow HHS (Twitter/
Facebook) and CDC (Twitter/Facebook) You can also find informational videos
from Coronavirus Task Force members on mitigation, social distancing, etc. on the
White House’s YouTube page.

·

Mental Health Resources: Natural disasters – including such pandemics as the
coronavirus outbreak – can be overwhelming and also can seriously affect
emotional health. The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Administration’s
(SAMHSA) Disaster Distress Helpline – 1-800-985-5990 (or text TalkWithUs to
66746) – provides 24/7, 365-day-a-year crisis counseling and support to anyone
who is seeking help in coping with the mental or emotional effects caused by
developments related to the coronavirus pandemic. Learn more about the Disaster
Distress Helpline here.

·

Administration Actions and Federal Agency Resources: USA.gov is
cataloging all U.S. government activities related to coronavirus. From actions on
health and safety to travel, immigration, and transportation to education, find
pertinent actions here. Each Federal Agency has also established a dedicated
coronavirus website, where you can find important information and guidance. They
include: Health and Human Services (HHS), Centers of Medicare and Medicaid
(CMS), Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Department of Education (DoED),
Department of Agriculture (USDA), Small Business Administration (SBA),
Department of Labor (DOL), Department of Homeland Security (DHS),
Department of State (DOS), Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), Department of Energy (DOE), Department of Commerce
(DOC), Department of Justice (DOJ), Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD), Department of the Treasury (USDT), Internal Revenue
Service (IRS), Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI), and U.S.
Election Assistance Commission (EAC).

The White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs (WH IGA) will continue to share
pertinent information as it becomes available. Please do not hesitate to reach out to our
office directly if we can be of assistance. As a reminder, WH IGA is the primary liaison
between the White House and the country’s State and local elected officials and Tribal
Governments.

Sincerely,

The White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

William F. Crozer
Special Assistant to the President/Deputy Director
White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
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Topline - What You Need To Know

·

Reponses and recovery are locally executed, state managed, and federally
supported (Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Response and Recovery
Through Federal-State-Local-Tribal Partnership). Solutions are coming
from all levels of government to this shared challenge. To quote Ambassador
Deborah Birx, “As we started and — we will end with it’s communities that will do
this. There’s no magic bullet. There’s no magic vaccine or therapy. It’s just
behaviors. Each of our behaviors translating into something that changes the course
of this viral pandemic over the next 30 days.”

·

On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act
allocates over $2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.

·

All 50 states, the District of Columbia, five territories and eighteen tribes are
working directly with FEMA under the nationwide emergency declaration for
COVID-19. In addition, President Trump has approved 33 major disaster
declarations for State COVID-19 response. Approved declarations can be found
here. It is important that mayors and county commissioners work closely with
their local emergency management officials who in turn work closely with state
emergency management officials to follow long-established emergency
management protocol to track and work key priorities.

·

FEMA and DOD have released guidance for States and territories seeking approval
from the President on National Guard Title 32 Status. Pursuant to this approval, the
Federal government will fund 100% of the cost share during approved timeframe.
The Administration will continue to work with States approved for 100% cost share
to assess whether an extension of this level of support is needed. To date, 14 States
have received approval (March 22, March 28, March 30) More information
here.

·

As of March 31, at least 1.2 million tests have been completed around the country
with an average of 100,000 samples per day (and climbing). As of today, FDA has
approved 20 different emergency testing options. For additional information on
testing, the Food & Drug Administration has setup a testing website. The website
offers frequently asked questions relating to the development and performance of
diagnostic tests for COVID-19, including information on what commercial
laboratories are offering testing, utilizing alternative swab supplies/methods
(flexibilities in the types of swabs your healthcare professionals can use),
diversification on the types of reagents that can be used, etc.

·

Federal agencies are working to increase supplies of personal protective equipment
(PPE) through new acquisition, DOD allocation, increasing production, and
ensuring effective strategies to appropriately manage important resources . The
Administration – led by FEMA – is also marshalling resources from the private
sector – and the response from the private sector has been tremendous. (See Op-Ed

from Peter Navarro – How Businesses Are Stepping Up, Collaborating
with Trump Administration; Washington Examiner – Team USA: 50
Companies Join Trump’s War on Coronavirus).
·

The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) has issued an unprecedented
array of temporary regulatory waivers and new rules to equip the American
healthcare system with maximum flexibility to respond to COVID-19. Made
possible by President Trump’s recent emergency declaration and emergency rule
making, these temporary changes will apply immediately across the entire U.S.
healthcare system for the duration of the emergency declaration. More information
here.

·

On Sunday, March 29, Vice President Mike Pence wrote a letter to America’s
hospital administrators thanking them for their tireless efforts to provide
healthcare to Americans during this unprecedented pandemic and outlined the
Administration request that hospitals provide information on daily testing, daily
counts of patients, availability of hospital beds, and availability mechanical
ventilators.

COVID-19 Update and Overview - Dr. Anthony Fauci (Director, National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases)

·

On Tuesday, March 31, the White House Coronavirus Task Force issued revised
guidelines – 30 Days to Slow the Spread (Español)– for an additional 30 days.
Even if you are young and otherwise healthy, you are at risk, and your activities can
increase the risk of contracting the Coronavirus for others. Everyone can do their
part. The recommendations are simple to follow but will have a resounding impact
on public health.

·

States, Tribes, and localities must continue to do their part to implement the
guidelines and proper mitigation efforts.

·

Over the next two weeks, we need to be prepared for things to get worse before they
get better. There are early indications that mitigation efforts are making a
difference, so now is the right time to double-down and not let up to keep bending
the curve down.

·

Models are based on assumptions. We can “anticipate” but “do not need to accept”
the forecasting of these models. Everyone needs to do their part and intensively
adhere to the guidelines.

·

We must continue to take proper precautions even after the number of new cases
begins to stabilize and the curve begins to move in the right direction.

·

“We are an extraordinary nation…[and response] will require the American people
to pull together.”

Economic Update and Overview - Larry Kudlow (Assistant to the President
for Economic Policy & Director, National Economic Council)

·

The first priority of the President and Administration is the health and safety of the
American people. The economy returning back to normal depends on how quickly
the country can flatten the curve.

·

Key components of fiscal relief are unemployment insurance, unpaid leave support,
and small business payroll retention.

·

The CARES Act provides American families, healthcare workers, and small
businesses with the economic support they need to get through this challenging
time (See White House Fact Sheet; See Op-Ed from Ivanka Trump –
Emergency Relief Bill Will Help America’s Small Businesses). The $2.2
trillion economic relief package includes:

·

·

$1,200 tax free payments (treated as refundable tax credits) to Americans;

·

$150 billion in direct aid to State, Tribal, and local governments;

·

$340 billion in additional emergency supplemental funding to combat the
coronavirus outbreak.

·

$500 billion for loans and guarantees that authorize the U.S. Treasury to
support eligible businesses and States and local governments to cover
losses incurred as a result of COVID-19;

·

$100 billion for hospitals and health care facilities to reimburse expenses
or lost revenues not otherwise reimbursed that are directly attributable to
COVID-19;

·

$3.5 billion to allow States to expand childcare benefits for healthcare
workers, first responders, and others on the frontlines of this crisis.

“When we get to the other side, the economy will resume its upward course.”

CARES Act Implementation - State, Local, and Tribal Government
Assistance

·

The U.S. Department of the Treasury has setup a website with up-to-date guidance
on CARES Act implementation.

·

States, territories, eligible units of local government, and Tribal governments will
receive funds from the Coronavirus Relief Fund. Treasury expects that the $150
billion provided to the Fund will be distributed no later than April 24.

·

Distributions will generally be based on population, with a floor of $1.25 billion for
the 50 states. Population data will be drawn from the latest vintage of the Census
Bureau's Population Estimates Program.

·

Treasury is developing a website portal for units of local government to apply for
direct funding equal to 45% of its pro rata share of the state’s allocation. Guidance
will be provided regarding what jurisdictions are eligible.

·

Funds distributed are an advance against eligible COVID-19 expenditures above
budgeted amounts. Guidance on eligible expenditures is expected to be provided in
the coming weeks; Treasury understands that recipients of funds need this
guidance before disbursements are made.

·

Treasury sees no prohibition on states providing funds to sub-grantees, but the use
of funds by sub-grantees must meet statutory use provisions

·

Treasury is partnering with the Bureau of Indian Affairs of the Department of the
Interior in conducting Tribal Consultations. The first Consultation will be held on
Thursday, April 2.

·

Treasury welcomes the partnership with state and local leaders in the
implementation of this fund.

Individual, Small Business and Unemployment Assistance Update

·

The Internal Revenue Service has setup a website with up-to-date guidance to help
taxpayers, businesses and others affected by the coronavirus.

·

Distribution of economic impact payments to individuals will begin in the next three
weeks and will be distributed automatically, with no action required for most
people. Social security recipients, who are not typically required to file a tax return,

will automatically receive economic impact payments. For guidance, see
Economic Impact Payments: What You Need To Know).
·

The Small Business Administration is offering low interest federal disaster loans for
working capital to small businesses and private, non-profit organizations all U.S.
States and territories. Learn more here.

·

The CARES Act’s Paycheck Protection Program authorizes up to $349 billion for
small businesses to be applies towards job retention and certain other expenses.
Small businesses and eligible non-profit organizations, Veterans organizations, and
Tribal businesses described in the Small Business Act, as well as individuals who
are self-employed or are independent contractors, are eligible if they also meet
program size standards.
·

For a top-line overview of the program: Click Here

·

If you are a lender: Click Here

·

If you are a borrower: Click Here

·

For the application for borrowers: Click Here

·

March 28, the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) published more guidance to provide
information to employees and employers about how each will be able to take
advantage of the protections and relief offered by the Families First Coronavirus
Response Act (FFCRA) when it goes into effect on April 1, 2020. More information
here.

·

The Families First Coronavirus Recovery Act (FFCRA), signed by President Trump
on March 18, 2020 authorizes the U.S. Department of Labor to disburse $1 billion
in grant funding to states for the administration of unemployment insurance
programs. The funding is available to states in two allocations. 23 states have
applied for the first round of funding, and DOL is working with the Department of
Treasury to certify the funds.
·

Each state administers a separate unemployment insurance program, but
all states follow the same guidelines established by federal law. For more
information regarding rules in your state, contact with your state’s
unemployment insurance program.

·

The FFCRA also authorized emergency paid sick leave and an expansion of
the Family and Medical Leave Act. On April 1, 2020, DOL issued a
temporary rule codifying in regulation previously issued guidance
regarding the implementation of the new leave benefits.

·

The CARES Act, in part, creates the Pandemic Unemployment Assistance Program
which provides unemployment compensation benefits for employees traditionally
not eligible for these programs (self-employed, independent contractors, and those
with limited work history). DOL anticipates additional guidance on the
implementation of the CARES Act in the near future.

·

On March 18, DOL announced availability of up to $100 Million in National Health
Emergency Dislocated Worker Grants (DWGs) in response to COVID-19. The
DWGs are intended to provide eligible participants with both disaster-relief
employment and employment training services. These participants can include
dislocated workers, workers who were laid-off as a result of the disaster, selfemployed individuals who are unemployed or underemployed as a result of the
disaster, and long-term unemployed individuals. Learn more here.

Critical Infrastructure Workforce Guidance Update

·

Functioning critical infrastructure is imperative during the response to
the COVID-19 emergency for both public health and safety as well as community
well-being. Certain critical infrastructure industries have a special responsibility in
these times to continue operations. On Saturday, March 28, the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) – Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA)
– released updated guidance on the essential critical infrastructure
workforce (see Memorandum on Identification of Essential Critical
Infrastructure Workers During COVID-19 Response). The list and guidance
were initially published on March 16th in response to the COVID-19 epidemic.

·

The guidance and accompanying list are intended to support State, Local, and
industry partners in identifying the critical infrastructure sectors and the essential
workers needed to maintain the services and functions Americans depend on daily
and need to be able to operate resiliently during the COVID-19 pandemic response.
Notable additions to the guidance/list from the March 16 release include:
·

Clarification that mining and related critical mineral activity is essential;

·

Clarification that construction activity necessary for infrastructure
resilience is essential;

·

Clarification on essential retail activity, particularly as it relates to
distribution centers necessary for ecommerce and customer service
activity for telecommunications vendors;

·

·

Clearer recognition of the cross-sector importance of hygiene products and
sanitation services;

·

Enhanced detail on enabling functions for critical infrastructure, to include
the commodity, services, and logistics supply chains; and

·

The addition of firearm and ammunition manufacturing and distribution as
essential

State, local, tribal, and territorial governments are responsible for implementing and
executing response activities, including decisions about access and reentry, in their
communities, while the Federal Government is in a supporting role. Officials should
use their own judgment in issuing implementation directives and guidance.

